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1.The Aggregate Ethernet interface is showing down on a passive PA-7050 firewall of an active/passive 
HA pair. The HA Passive Link State is set to "Auto" under Device > High Availability > General > 
Active/Passive Settings. The AE interface is configured with LACP enabled and is up only on the active 
firewall. 
Why is the AE interface showing down on the passive firewall? 
A. It does not perform pre-negotiation LACP unless "Enable in HA Passive State" is selected under the 
High Availability Options on the LACP tab of the AE Interface. 
B. It does not participate in LACP negotiation unless Fast Failover is selected under the Enable LACP 
selection on the LACP tab of the AE Interface. 
C. It participates in LACP negotiation when Fast is selected for Transmission Rate under the Enable 
LACP selection on the LACP tab of the AE Interface. 
D. It performs pre-negotiation of LACP when the mode Passive is selected under the Enable LACP 
selection on the LACP tab of the AE Interface. 
Answer: A 
 
2.An administrator is building Security rules within a device group to block traffic to and from malicious 
locations 
How should those rules be configured to ensure that they are evaluated with a high priority? 
A. Create the appropriate rules with a Block action and apply them at the top of the Default Rules 
B. Create the appropriate rules with a Block action and apply them at the top of the Security Post-Rules. 
C. Create the appropriate rules with a Block action and apply them at the top of the local firewall Security 
rules. 
D. Create the appropriate rules with a Block action and apply them at the top of the Security Pre-Rules 
Answer: D 
 
3.An administrator can not see any Traffic logs from the Palo Alto Networks NGFW in Panorama reports. 
The configuration problem seems to be on the firewall. 
Which settings, if configured incorrectly, most likely would stop only Traffic logs from being sent from the 
NGFW to Panorama? 
A) 
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B) 

 
C) 

 
D) 

 
A. Option A 
B. Option B 
C. Option C 
D. Option D 
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Answer: C 
 
4.Which benefit do policy rule UUlDs provide? 
A. An audit trail across a policy's lifespan 
B. Functionality for scheduling policy actions 
C. The use of user IP mapping and groups in policies 
D. Cloning of policies between device-groups 
Answer: A 
 
5.Which three items are import considerations during SD-WAN configuration planning? (Choose three.) 
A. link requirements 
B. the name of the ISP 
C. IP Addresses 
D. branch and hub locations 
Answer: A,C,D 
Explanation: 
https://docs.paloaltonetworks.com/sd-wan/1-0/sd-wan-admin/sd-wan-overview/plan-sd-wan-
configuration 
 
 


